overlaps between different samples of each patient. For each patient we computed pairwise overlaps among all samples, the high overlap rate obtain a darker shade of blue in the heat map. (B) Spatial heterogeneity of TIL clonotype in HCC patients. Heat maps show the regional distribution of TOP100 from all tumor samples of each patient. T cell clones identified in its original regions showed purple, otherwise light grey. Column close to heat map show three categories of TIL populations: TILs present in all regions were defined as ubiquitous (salmon), in more than one but not all regions were considered as shared (modena) and in one region was regarded as private (light-blue). Both shared and private TILs were heterogeneous. Patient identification is showed on the top of figure. Then, the percentage of ubiquitous TIL clones of each patient is indicated. Next, lesion names in the form of regional identification. (C) Regional frequencies of the 100 most abundant T cell clones. The 100 most abundant TIL clones showed in heat maps identified as the highest regional frequencies throughout five biopsy regions of each tumor when including the top100 T cell clones. Frequencies that listed on the right of each heat map represent the corresponding T cell clones. The color of cell check indicates different frequency of T cell clone, the corresponding relationship between color and clone abundances are indicated by figure legend presents on the bottom of figure. Patient identifications and lesion names are showed on the top of figure. 
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